
 

 

  

 

 

 

Lowestoft Maritime Museum is an award-winning 

museum with lots of pictures, maps, objects and fun 

activities which tell you all about Lowestoft’s fishy 

past. The family-friendly team have put together this 

adventure trail for you to enjoy as you celebrate 

First Light 2021.  

Some of the images have links so you can find out more. 

 

The Beach of 

Dreams Walk and 

your Sea Front 

Discovery Journey 

starts at Ness 

Point.  

Stopping Point…  1 

This is the most 

easterly place in 

England and the 

place where you 

can see the 

earliest sun rise. 

The first light of 

every day always 

shines on 

Lowestoft! 

 

On the ground at Ness Point you will see distance markers to other towns and countries. Imagine 

you are travelling to your favourite place. How many miles would you have to travel to get to there 

and back to Lowestoft?  

 

Seafront Discovery Journey  

 

http://www.lowestoftmaritimemuseum.co.uk/
https://www.google.com/maps/place/Sparrows+Nest,+Whapload+Rd,+Lowestoft+NR32+1XG/@52.4845318,1.7470991,1909m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m5!3m4!1s0x47da1a928dfc8b21:0x141e343892de98d6!8m2!3d52.4879036!4d1.7575387
http://www.lowestoftmaritimemuseum.co.uk/
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Walk North towards Stopping Point …      2 

Look Again 

Can you spot the two marker buoys on 

the sea? These show the position of 

waste outlet points.           

             The marker                

         buoys were       

         nicknamed    

         Pinky & Perky                                  

         after a popular       

         1950s TV show.   

 

Look 

Are there any boats on the sea?                              

Imagine being out at sea today…      

What job might              
you be doing?      

Who would you                
choose to go               out on a boat 
with you?  

 

Hear here… 

 

Stand still and close your 

eyes. How many different 

sounds can you hear in 

one minute? (Ask a friend 

to time you). What did 

you hear?  Were the 

sounds made by humans 

or nature?  

 

 

Breaking Waves  

The sea is very strong and has damaged the walls 

which were built to stop it flooding onto the 

land. You are standing on the new strong wall 

but you will also be able to see the broken bits of 

the old wall.  Use your hands or voice to make a 

sound like waves breaking over the old wall.  

 

Beach Village 

Look inland.   

The factories which you                              

can see were built on the                  

site of a village.  

The houses were knocked down because they were often flooded by the sea.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xsr_k1wKSWI
https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/details/ports/424
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dS6iSdccghU


 

 

 

Turn your head until you can feel the wind on the front of your face. Wind 

direction is measured according to where it is blowing from so the direction you 

are facing is the wind direction.  Look at the compass points on the map to 

find out the wind direction.  

 

Chose an icon from each category to make your own weather forecast for 

today. Click here to view the BBC Weather page. How does it compare?  

 

Sunshine 

   

 

 Bright Sunny Intervals   Cloudy Rain 

Wind 

Direction 

    

 North South  East  West 

Wind 

Speed 

  
 

 

 Calm Gentle Breezy Strong 

Walk North towards Stopping Point … 3 

Weather Forecast  

Finding the Way  

Look across Ness Park high up on the bank to the north west. Can you see anything 

that could help sailors navigate? Look closely at the big white building. 

The white lighthouse which you can see today was built in 1874 and has powerful 

lenses in front of an electric light which means it can be seen for up to 26 miles out at 

sea. It is 16 metres tall and 37 metres above sea level. 

As you get closer you will see the light rotating around inside the tower (it isn’t lit 

during the day). How often does the light turn around in one minute? (Ask a friend to 

help you time a minute). 

Click here to find out more  

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/2643490
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North 

The arrows point 

up and the black 

band is above 

the yellow band 

South 

The arrows point 

down and the black 

band is below the 

yellow band 

East 

The arrows point 

outwards and two 

black bands are outside 

the yellow band 

West 

The arrows point   

inwards and the 

black band is inside 

the yellow bands 

Congratulations! 

You have successfully completed your Seafront Discovery Journey  

You can find out much more about fishing, the seafront and the people who 

lived and worked there in Lowestoft Maritime Museum.          

Check out their opening times and pay a visit.  

Walk down the steps or slope to Stopping Point…     4 

Things left behind 

The wooden frames are left over 
from Lowestoft's fishing past. 

What are they? Hint – check out 

the Ness Park map. What do you 
think was put on them to dry? 
What else can you see which 
the fishing boats might have left 
behind? What do you think 
they were used for?  

 

Cardinal Buoys 

Look at the big yellow and black objects.  

They are Cardinal Buoys and would have 

floated in the sea to mark dangerous points. 

Look underneath the first buoy and you 

will see two direction arrows                

which were once fixed                                  

on top.  

 

 

Use the diagrams below       to 

find out the direction of the 

danger which this buoy was 

signaling? Click here for more… 

  

Carefully cross the road to Stopping Point…     5 

Flood Warning! 

The mark on museum wall shows how high the sea came in 1953. 

How much taller or shorter are you than the sea level? 

 

https://www.trinityhouse.co.uk/mariners-information/navigation-buoys/cardinal-marks
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